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... while s.o. parties
with the dough

Thurs., April 14, 1983

Pub ~!.~~,~re~~ Revoked By Dean
By Cathy Jacobs
The Pub is a thing of the past
(once again) since its closing on
April 8 by Dean of Students Pat Ippolito, in reaction to a drug bust
that was performed on the premises the previous night. Ippolito admits to knowing about this incident
prior to its occurence.
Arrests were made by the Union ·
County Prosecutor's Office. Ippolito revoked the Pub's license
before Alcohol and Beverage Control stepped into do so. " I made the
decision on Friday to close the Pub
and remove its license. Minors
were also being served," commented the Dean "and I feel we
should deal with the problem ourselves to avoid having ABC step in
and t~ke our license."
,

instances occurred in Rogers Hall
and arrests were made by outside
law enforcement. As written in the
Police Report of April 7: Four persons were arrested and charged
with distribution and possession of
a controlled dangerous su bstance.
Further information on this subject
was withheld.
"We have to look at the Pub's
situation and make determinations
onJf it will operate agai n. This will
be decided by the College ... I see
only a very slim chance of the Pub
reopening."
These are just the first of a series
of investigations that will be taking
place over a period of time on
campus . Further information will
not be disclosed at this time due to
this continuous procedure.

Deai:i of Students, Pat Ippolito, sees a very slim chance of the Pub reopening.

photo by Fred Trujillo

Budget Cuts Leaving Sorrie Students Sleepless
covers with 35¢ cardboard covers.
But MSU students aren't the only
ones, either. Colleges in more than
20 states are being forced to cut
budgets - and in some cases student services- in mid-fiscal year.
Kansas State, for example, now
delivers grades to students by hand
instead of by mail , thus saving
some $4000 aa term in postage
costs.
At Ameri can University in
Washington, D.C., dorms have re-

Budget cuts have gone so deep
that Michigan • State University
dorm residents now must pay extra
for a sound night's sleep.
The university has stopped supplying dorm residents with feather
pillows this fall as part of an ongoing effort to save money, explains
Donald Schmidt, assistant dorm
manager. Students now have to
bring their own pillows to school.
MSU and all Michigan ,state
schools already have had to cope
with four budset cuts this year as
the state tries to make up for revenue shortfalls in the depressed region.
Losing pillows isn't the first indignity MSU students have suffered. In July, the school announced it would replace its traditional
"leatherette"
diploma

moved pa,,.r .towels non,_,,,.,_,

Maryland recently became the
largest school to drop free telephones from the list of dorm
amenities .
The most serious effects of the
state cutbacks have been on
academic jobs and programs. During the summer, Temple University fired 50 tenured professors,
while Sonoma State fired 29.
The State University of New
York at Brockport laid off 52
teachers, eliminated its geog-

Alabama, Georgia and Colorado
colleges learned they would have
to slash their budgets for the year.
The problems arise when local
economies sour, people make less
money, and thus pay the states less
in taxes than the states had
planned to spend. Even though a
majority of state legislatures a~tually budgeted more for higher education than they did last year, a
majority of those have since had to
renege on their promises of more

raphy, German and music majors,

money.
Whwl that happen-~s;•~a~\l:<1~;\";~illth;=e~pU~·;\;ow~~~;ob'-;;;;"'~·;,.';nc;:\ud:'.;m;;:s:__~;;~;;;;;~
state-funded instituijQp .....J
mg colleges - fypitally ave tt>
row- wa
i n't even ma e
impose emergency cutbacks.
it through a year's use.
It took two years of such cuts to
Students apparently are bringing
affect student services at Michigan their own without much fuss, howState.
ever. " So far, " Schmidt reports,
Now "we annually go through "we haven 't heard one complaint
all the services we offer to students from students ."

laid off se urity guards, and shut and cut a num

r of course offer-

down air conditioning during the ings.

The University of Idaho similarly
reduced the number of classes it
Northern Illinois students re- offers, ended its museum studies
cently camped outside to protest program, and stopped its tutoring
the shutting down of their dorm air service to students.
Over just the last two weeks,
conditioning.
day.

to see which are most utilized and
cost-effective," Schmidt says. "Pi Ilows have been a high-replacement item for us."
'
MSU spent $22 ,000 last year to
repair or replace worn feather pillows, Schmidt says. Some 4000
pillows - out of a total of 16,000
- are typically replaced because
of wear or destruction during pillow fights.
Schmidt says officials have been
experimenting with ways of solv-

H

Barn es & Noble R enting Bookstore
If you had not noticed yet, there considering they have a good track
has been a big change on campus. record regarding bookstores at
The college bookstore is now other colleges. B & N has been
being operated by Barnes & contracted for one year and will
Noble. They will give the facility a pay a rental fee of $11,000 per
new look and offer books at a · month along with a percentage of
somewhat lower cost than the out- the sales only if sales exceed $1 .5
rageous pric~s currently charged.
million; 7% of any sales up to $1
In January, several bookselling million and 5% of any sales up to
companies put in bids which were 1 .5 million. This latter figure is
reviewed by the State Attorney close to last year's sales.
General . Of these, Barnes & Noble
(B & N) was the most favorable

IN THIS
ISSUE
Student Aid . . . . . . .
A Break with Tradition
Duke Jazzes It Up . . .
Hispanic Festival . . . .
Estelle Richie at Kean .
Fan's Perspective .
Kean Hosts Alberto
Soccer Camp . .
The Battle of the Bats .
Lacrosse Review . . . .

.
.

The transition began over spring
break, first with a complete inventory taken of the present stock. B &
N will purchase many of the usable/ sellable items. This turnover
profit has been estimated at between $100,000 and $300,000.
The items which B & N chooses
not to buy are now available at discount prices in the College Center.
On the Thursday before spring

break, the Co-op Committee met
and made a decision to use about
$50,000 of this turnover profit to
buy some of the most advanced,
new generation computer equipment on the market today . This includes new micro and minicomputers. This investment of Co-op
money was made because it was
felt that it would greatly improve
the computer learning resources

and, enhance Kean's reputation
among the state colleges.
Hopefully the rest of the money
will go into projects like this ones which will better our educational resources and facilities . The
Co-op Committee will continue to
meet and carefully decide where
this will be most beneficial to the
students .

,
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Barnes & Noble Bookstore signs one-year contract paying a rental fee of $11,000 per month.
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"Killing Us Softly"

sue their goa ls. As far as I can remember, no one has ever sa id that
shyness is a major source of the
problem . However, part of the
reason we feel inhibited bout undertaking a task or engaging in recreational activities has to do with
being shy. The message that si-

Student·Aid Viewed By
U.S. Dep·t . of Education
the American taxpayer financing
the student aid programs. Sim plification will also dramatically reduc~ the administrative burden
which institutions now face in administering the six Federal aid programs. Reducing this burden will
improve your institution's ability to
deliver student aid.
Congress has been asked not to
provide new funding for the State
Student Incentive Grant Program
(SSIG), the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Program
(SEOG), and the National Direct
Student Loan Program (N DSL).
Congress has been asked to increase fu nding for College WorkStudy (CWS) and Pell Grants.
Under the new budget a higher
loan volume and a higher loan average for the- Guaranteed Studrnt
Loan Program (GS L) is expected.
1984
1983
The chart below compares the
(Cont. Res.) (Request)
total amount of aid available to
850 . students through the Department
540
2,047 of Education under the 1983 and
3,101
4 proposed 1984 budgets .
193

At this time most students have
probably heard on the evening
news and read in a local or college
newspaper
about
President
Reagan's proposed changes to the
Federal sti:tdent financial assistance programs sponsored by the
Departmen of Education. The
Dept. of Education would like to
take this opportunity to explain the
budget we have requested.
The chart below compares the
1983 student aid budget with the
proposed budget for 1984 . Because over one billion dollars has
been saved as a result of declining
interest rates, the total funding proposed for 1984 is level with 1983. ·
It has been proposed to consolidate the current six programs into
one.loan , one work-study, and one
grant.

2, 714
2,419
355--60
6,668
TOTAL

5,615
*Dollars are in millions.

The key principle behind this
proposal is that a sim plified and
consolidated student aid program
will benefit both the student and

Aid Available•:

1983

Work-Study
GSL(&PLUS)
NDSL
Pell (Self-help)
SEOG
SSIG

587
6,593
684
2,419
355
120

TOTAL
*Dollars are in millions.

·•

SERVICES

Free Pregnancy
Testing
.

i
.

• Abortion Procedures • Birth Control
Counseling • Breast Screening Clinic
•
•·complete Obstetrical and Gynecological
Care • Sterilization Procedures including
Vasectomies
Phone
for on oppt
·
Hours : 9 :00 to' S:00 Monday thru Saturday
·•

i*
f

I ABORTION

11,386

®I

New Jersey GYN Associates, Inc.

f.

i•

373-2600

Owned & Staffed by N.J. Lie Bd Cert. Gynecologists •

22 Boll St., Irvington, N.J. 07111

f

(Right off Exit 143. G .S.P North ,
:e•
Near the Irvington Bus Term inal)
•
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Stephen M . Brotz
I would like to make four predictions regarding President Reagan
and the state of the American economy. 1) Ronald Reagan will run
in 1984 and be re-elected . 2) For
the remainder of his presidency the
nation's GNP will increase 4% or
more each year. 3) Inflation will be
5% or less through 1988. 4) The
budget will be balanced by the
time President · Reagan leaves office. You may say "i mpossible" or
"wishful thinking", I don' t think so.
The economic program that President Reagan has set into effect is
beginning to achieve these goals
now.
The recession is over and the
Commerce Dept. has estimated
· that the nation's GNP grew at a 4%
annual rate in the first q uarter. •

•

,

lently repeats itself in the reservoir
of our consciousness is: " I have no
right to exist in this situation ·"
How often have you felt this
way? Are you ever embarrassed
when you are alone or in the presence of significant others? Do you
feel inferior when you are working
with others? Do you purposely
avoid you responsibilities because
you feel threatened in any way?
Are you afraid to get close to someone you like?
If you answered yes to one or
more of these questions and your
reaction has been to avoid the situation; then you are denying you rself the opportunity to be happy.
You may be comprising something
that will allow you to grow if you
will only confront the fear. Many
times your shyness is interpreted as
indifference, aloofness or conceit.
Unfortunately, when someone is
misunderstood in this way, it tends
to make him/her withdraw even
more.

'J:here is every reason to believe will provide the proper incentives
this growth will accelerate during for savings and investment and althe remainder of the year because ready are starti ng to increase reveof the prospects for lower interest nues. The Offi~e of Management
rates and the Jul y 1, 10% tax cut. and Budget recently reported that
Al so unemployment is falling and tax revenues from the upper inshould be significantly down in the come bracket, whose rates were
years ahead. This lower un- cut from 70 to 50 per cent, were
employment means good news re- expected to decrease from $77 bilgardin g budget deficits. In fact this lion to $72 billion, but actually inyears predicted $200 billion deficit creased from $77 billion to $85
wou ld be cut 70% if the economy billion. An example of the Laffer
was at full employment (since Cu rve in action. Also, the proporevery percentage point in the un- tion of income tax payments from
employment rate increases the def- this group was 29 per cent, up from
icit by $35 billion). Economic 27 per cent. Which just goes to
growth will reduce unemployment prove that the way to increase
which will consequently reduce taxes on the rich is to lower their
tax rates . And now with the proper
the budget deficits.
Now that the Federal Reserve monetary and fiscal policies in
has stopped strangling the eco- place a long lasting economic renomy and is providing a monetary covery can take place that will
policy that compliments President make my fir.st prediction inevitaReagan's fiscal policy, the roaring ble: the re-election of Ronald
eighties can begin. The tax cuts Reagan in 1984.

Student News
By Ed Jude
The Solomon Amendment
which requires students receiving financia l aid to prove they
have registered for the· draft,
was declared unconstitutional
by Minnesota and Missouri
courts last month. Further. action is anticipated. The New
Jersey Student Association has
won a battle in the state legisla-

ture. Bill A-893, which al lows
one student voting member on
College Board of Trustees, has
passed the state assembly . We
are eagerly awaiting action by
the state senate.
The N.S.A. office at Kean
College will be accepting applications for their annual trip
to the USSA Conventic;m being
held in Atlanta, Georgia this
It is important to realize that no summer. All interested fullor:ie person is immune to shyness. time students can apply. In-•
Everyone lacks skills or confidence
in one area or another and it is
okay not to know it all. However,
when these feelings begin to control you to the point where you are
kept from accomplishing a goal or
meeting your responsibilities, then
you owe it to yourse lf to try to get
to the source of the problem.
The first step you could take
might be to sp~ak to one of the
counse lors at the Counseling Center. We are here every day, Monday through Friday, from 9-5 . Our
1984 office is located in the Bookstore
Building, Room 126, and our tele924 phone number is 527-2082. Don't
7,198 "shy" away from an attitude that
550 may be preventing you from realiz2,714 ing you potential. We are here to
help, so give us a call.

10,7 58

®~~
.
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·The Roaring Eighties

The Sociology Faculty will present a film and panel descussion on
April 19 at 1:40 p.m. in J-100. The film is entitled "Kil ling Us Softly"
and is concerned with advertising's images of women. Dr. Jane F.
Wase, Sociology, and Dr. Barbara Stern, Management Science, will
provide commentary.

Work-Study
GSL(&PLUS)
NDSL
Pell (Self-help)
SEOG
SSIG

-.

,

Commentary

Prom Bids On Sale Now

Federal
Appropriation•:

'

_·· ::

'

Tickets for this year's Senior Prom , to be held on May 31, 1983 at
the Copacabana in New York City, are now on sale. The price per
cou ple is $50 (no checks please) and bids are open to full -time seniors
until Monday, April 18 when they wil l become available to all full-time
undergraduate students. Transportation to and from the Copa is available at $10/couple.
The Copa offers 5 hot di shes with 3 buffet stations, six hours of open
bar, co ld platters and assorted salads. Hot and co ld hors d' oeurvres wil l
be served by butlers during the first hour. House D.J.'s will provide continuous music for the entire even ing. Prom Bids and further details wi ll
be provided at the Prom Bids' Table located across from the cafeteria
in the Student Center, Monday through Friday from 10:00-3 :30.

By Carmelo Velazquez

r•

,,

Newsbeat

WELCOME BACK. I hope that
the brief vacation afforded you the
time to recharge you batteries for
the last half of this semester.
During the Spring Break, I
thought about the variety of
reasons people choose not to pu_r-

~

I

See The Film
Ronald Regan
Banned!! ·
(Well Almost)
A 30 min. presentation on the origins
and effects of acid
rain .
Decide For Yourself
If It's Propaganda
Date: ~pril 19
Time: 1 :40
Place: Bruce 109

quire at the Student Organization offices in the College Center.
Kean College has finally
opened their Peace Center here
on Campus. Congratulations
and good luck to all those concerned.

National News
Secretary James Watt mentioned that he did not particu-

larly like the Beach Boys musical group. They have been
playing in W ashington, D.C.
for the 4th of July parties recently. What Mr. Watt didn't
know was the Reagans are big
fans of the group. Mr. Watt,
quite embarrassed said it was
O.K. if they played this year in
D.C., the Beach Boys replied
with " No thanks, we have offers from every state in the
Union." So much for James
Watt.

Everyone in this picture
shares something in common. They've all had cancer,
and are leading happy, normal lives.
Through progress-in treatment, knowing the risks ·
and early detection, over
.two million.individuals have
survived cancer.
But most people don't
know that. They still think
cancer is unbeatable.
A fact which over two
million people would like
to dispute.
.
AMERICAN
How you live
may save your life.

t

CANCER

SOCIElY~

.
.
The sale of bids will be taking
budget of Finance Board . The most
The budget process for Student controversial of the concepts in- place during business hours in the
Org. and its funded groups for the volves programming and the College Center. There may be
fiscal year 1983-84 is in its final ethnic, minority cultural program- some variations in the schedule.
Cash only please! Don't miss out
stages.
ming.
on this gala affair; the hard work of
The funded groups submitted
their budget requests on Feb . 21
The Senior Class Prom bids are the Senior Class Prom Committee
and on the 22nd gave a brief on sale now. The gala event will be guarantees it will be night to respeech on the merits and needs of held this year at the Copacabana member! come "party hardy"; you
their group.
located in New York City, on Tues. deserve it after 4 years of college .
The Acting-Treasurer, Yvette May 31st. Bids are $50.00 per (Underclassmen are invited as
Crawford and the newJy elected couple and the price includes an well) .
Asst.
Treasurer,
Stephanie all night buffet, six hour open bar
The Leadership Retreat is taking
Schibell, along with Finance and an all night D .J. Added extras place this weekend, April 1!;-17,
Board have met in sub-groups with are free parking above 59th street, at Linwood McDonald Environthe four major budget categories to photo packages available from mental Center. The group is being
determine priorities and clarify any Beim Photographers, at reasona- led by Tom O'Donnell, Director of
questions. This process took place ble prices, and should you not Administrative Services and will
during the latter part of February have transportation for a mere again feature student directed
and early March .
$10 .00 per couple a bus is avail- workshops. I hope all those that atThe four budget categories are able.
tend enjoy themselves.
the Campus Media Groups, the
Dept.
and
Special
Interests
Groups, the Campus Service Organizations and the Student Government Group.
The total amount requested this
be
year from all of the groups and
categories is $639 , 114.12. The
amount which has been recompart
mended as the coming year proof
jection by the Business Management of Student Org: and the Dean
of Students Offices' statistics is
$380,000.00 . This is near the
same amount utilized for this past
year's budget.
The Finance Board had a
weekend meeting March 25 and
26, (including one regular Tues.
WalkAmerlca/Teamwalk
meeting), when they made their
NEW JERSEY MARCH OF DIMES
final cuts and appropriations.
SUnday April a4, 1983
These wi II be forwarded to Counci I
8:30 A.M. Registration - 9:00 A.M. start
for their review and approval. The
Rain or Shine - - - - Student Council will finalize all
I
budget decisions on April 22,
I
4p.m. in the Alumni Lounge of
Downs Hall.
There are many changes and different concepts in the proposed
By Andrew Krupa

KEEN
ON
KEAN
by Manny Cantor
By George F. Kennan
(Concluding section of a review begun in independent of 3/1 O)
"If we insist on placing military considerations at the heart of our consideration and discussion of Soviet-American relations, we run a strong
risk of eventually bringing about the very war we do not want and
should be concerned to avoid . History shows that belief in the inevitability of war with a given power affects behavior in such a way as to
cripple all constructive policy approaches towards that power, leaves
the field open for military compulsions, and thus takes on the character
of a self-fulfilling prohecy. A war regarded as inevetable or even probable, and therefore much prepared for, has a very good chance of eventually being fought. "
This paragraph, from a chapter entitled "Soviet-American Relations, "
written in 1977, is even more applicable today . So are other insightful
comments by Dr. George F. Kennan in his book THE NUCLEAR DELUSION . He decries the U .S. policies toward nuclear testing. He questions the reasoning that prompts some NATO leaders to join the U.S.
in rejecting the Soviet proposals to pledge no first-use of nuclear
weapons. He questions whether it is the responsibility of the U .S. government to take on the task of overthrowing the Soviet government, or
bringing about a fundamental change in its nature. He thinks we have
to fintj means of living with it and dealing with it so as to reduce, not
increase, the dangers that confront us all . Thus he would not descourage Soviet-American trade, which "promotes useful human contacts
and conduces to good will and peace. " He would foster agreements for
cultural relations which bring about "mutual acquaintance between experts on both sides; the breakdown of unreal stereotypes in the minds
of both parties; the discovery that not all those on the other side are unhuman and that we actually have a good deal in common."

"Politics and the East-West Relationship" is the title of a speech Dr.
Kennan delvered in Garmisch, Germany, on Oct. 1, 1980, to the Second World Congress on Soviet and East European Studies. Here he acknowledges the difficulties that confront other countries in their relations with the American government. For example, the extensive fragmentation of authority in our system which often makes it hard for a foreign representative to know who speaks for the American government
as a whole. Or the susceptibility of the political establishment to the
emotional moods and vagaries of public opinion of the mass media, of
lobbies. But that is how democracies should function, one must interject, while acknowledging his point that such a democratic society,
"experiences extraordinary difficulty in taking a balanced view of any
other country which has acquired the image of a military and political
opponent or enemy-the tendency, that is, to dehumanize the image, to
oversimplify it, to ignore its complexities ."
lnanarticleintheN .Y. Times of Feb . 8, 1981, Dr. Kennan refutes
an allegation widely accepted in this country, that the Soviet leaders
never respect international agreements . Bolstered by his years of study
and experience, he maintains: "Their record in the fulfullment of clear
and specific written obligations, especially those that avoid questions
of motivation and simply state precisely what each side will do and
when , has not been bad at all. Vague assurances of high-minded general purpose, on the other hand, such as those embedded in the Helsinki agreements, are viewed by them with the same cynacism they attribute to the other party who signs such documents. "
Kennan warned his audience, in a speech to the P.E .N . club in Oslo,
Norway, on August 14, 1981 , to carefully scrutenize the statistics on
armaments. He pointed out the compulsions of an arms race oftimes
prompt statistics designed to frighten Western parliamentary bodies
into bigger appropriations for defense. Nevertheless, in the same
speech, he made clear his own position is to strengthen NATO' s cpnventional weaponry.
'
Here is a quote woth pondering, from a speech made on receipt of
the Albert Einstein Peace Prize, May 19, 1981:
·"We must remember that it has been we Americans who, at almost
every step of the road, have taken the lead in the development o(;this
sort of weaponry. It was we who first produced and-test~ such a, device; we who were the first to raise its destructiveness to a new level.
with the hydrogen bomb; we who introduced the multiple warhead; we
who have declined every proposal for the renunciation of the principle
of "first use"; and we alone, so help us'God, who have used the weapon
in anger against others, and against tens of thousands of helpless ,noncombatants at that."
Finally, here is the message Dr. Kennan thinks should be said by the
powerful voice of the peoples of the world , to the decision makers of
the two superpowers :
"For the love of God , of your children , and of the civilization to
which you belong, cease this madness. You have a duty not just to the
generation of the present-you have a duty to civilization 's past, which
you threaten to render meaningless, and to its future, whi ch you
threaten to render nonexistent. You are mortal men . You are capable
of error. You have no right to hold in your hands-there is no one wise
enough and strong enough to hold in his hands-destructive powers sufficient to put an end to civilized life on a great portion of our planet.
No one should wish to hold sue powers . Thrust them from you . The
risks you mlght thereby assume are not greater-could not be greaterthan those you are now incurring for us all. "

a

the

TeamWalk

~HALLEN':7E

J,
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Roy Rogers is Keen on Kean
If you're tired of eating the same old stuff, then you'll be glad
to know that there's a new Roy Rogers Restaurant located less
than ½ mile from your campus.
We are open from 10:30 am to 11 pm Sun. - Thu-rs., and 10:30
am to 12 pm Fri. and Sat.
.
We have plenty of parking and our. drive thru is open the same
hours as above.
.
.
As a .special introductory offer, we will give you a FREE large
Coke when you purchase any one of our great' hamburgers or
roast . beef sandwiches, chicken or salad bar. Fix your
sandwiches the way you like them at our FREE fixin's bar.

r---------------~
Present this coupon at.
Roy Rogers
ForAFREELARGECOKE

KEAN

I

Offer good through May 15, 1983
.
439 Morris Ave. Elizabeth, NJ
Limit one per coupon. Please present to cashier before ordering.
Good only at Elizabeth Roy Rogers. Void where prohibited. Not
good in combination with any other offer. Cash value 'loo¢. CusJ
tomer
pay _
applicable
sales
_L, _
_must
__
__
_tax.
______ --'

I

I
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I
I
I

I

ROY
ROGERS

*****
This book is in the Nancy Thompson Library on campus .Index :
1555, .Z7, U437

.~-CZ

North Ave.

I
I

Elizabeth
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EDITORIAL
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Whatever happened to the day when Student Organization
could afford the luxury of presenting the four media group chairpersons a scholarship for their excessive services to the college
community? There was a time when our parent group recognized the responsibility these individuals were willing to accept. Those
were the days when Student Org. was able to admit that the
media groups play an integral role in keeping the lines of communication open.
Finance Board has been preparing the funding groups' budgets
for the 1983-84 academic year. The groups requested a total of
$639, 114 when Student Org. had an estimated $377,800 to
budget - cuts were inevitable. The priorities of the Finance Board
are uncleartothe Independent.
In the pastthe chairperson of WKNJ, Memorabilia, C.C.B. and
the Independent were granted scholarships for 32 credits. These
positions demand more time than the average full-time student
has to offer - the majority of students must hold down jobs to finance their educations. The scholarships that had been awarded
to the funded group chairpersons made it possible for them to dedicate more time to the organizing and functioning of their group.
Next year Finance Board decided that the funded group scholarships would be up for grabs; the board believes the recipients
should be determined on a competitive basis. There will be three
Competitive Student Scholarships of $500 provided and al I
funded group chairpersons are eligible. Finance Board eliminated one scholarship entirely and is leaving the final decision to
a conjrnittee that wifl evaluate the chairpersons at the end of the
Fall semester based on their leadership ability and progress in the
group:•
To begin with, the chairpersons of WKNJ, Memorabilia,
C.C.B. and the Independent are elected positions. Therefore, the
individuals elected must display leadership ability and other fine
qualities to obtain the executive board positions. If the chairpersons are going to be evaluated it should be done based on their
past merit. The Independent feels that the new selection procedure is questionable.
If Finance Board insists that there is not enough money to allocate for funded group scholarships, then the board should reevaluate the budget.
'l

Hey, wha~
yo~f!l~ln name on
a post card and send it in . You really think it makes a difference either
way? One day some fool is going to hit the button and POOF that's it,
lights out for all , so you see it really makes no difference if you sign up
for the draft or not.
To Ms. Ellen Goldblatt and David A . Cohen, hey, GET OFF GEORGE
FALKOWSKIS' ASS, he's a good man and one hell of a writer, besides
if you don' t want to support your own country you can leave (try and
voice your opinion in Russia and see what happens). Mr. Cohen, do
you know what happens when you "support others not destroy them?"
They shoot you in the back when your not looking. REMEMBER PEARL
HARBOR ????
Patriotically,
with peace to all (very corny I ine)
Andy Felder

A 'Class' Executive Board
For '84
I wisl:i to congratulate the winners of the Senior Class Executive Board
elections. Good luck to Marti Manko, President; Nancy Pasenkoff, Vice
President; Mario Barone, Treasurer. Although I lost to Nancy in the
election for vice president, I had alot of fun campaigning. Good luck
to the Class Executive Board of 1984!
E.J . Dugasz
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. . . Rather Shoot Their
Way Into Government
I would like to commend Jim Kurdyl a for his fine article in telling the
truth about El Salvador. I would like to add the often forgotten fact that
the Reagan Administration is supporting a democratically elected gov- .
ernment in El Salvador against communist guerrillas. These guerillas,
supplied by Nicaragua and Cuba , do not believe in the democratic process or they would have participated in the recent elections as they were
invited to . People, such as members of the Kean College Peace Center,
who urge the government of El Salvador to negotiate with the guerrillas
are actually advocating dividing up power behind the backs of the Salvadoran people. We must stand firm against groups who would rather
shoot their way into the government than participate in elections. We
should not reward communist guerrillas fo r their violence with a share
of the government when it is obvious they have little popular support.
The people who believe the communist guerrillas represent the
people of El Salvador are the same people who were fooled in Vietnam
and Nicaragua . We were told the communists in Vietnam were "agrarian reformers" and would set up a " peoples government." In fact, what
has happened since the United States abandoned South Vietnam , is that
these " agrarian Reformers" have set up a brutal communist dictatorship
with millions fleeing the country in leaky boats. The same turn of events
have now happened in Nicaragua. Now these naive liberals want to do
the same thing to El Salvador by cutting off U .S. aid . Thank God, President Reagan isn' t fooled and has stood firm and will not abandon
another country to communism. The members of the Kean College
Peace Center who believe imperialism is beh ind the actions of the
United States in El Salvador should ask themselves·this question : Is it
imperialist to support a democratically elected government against an
armed violent minority ? These people should study a real case of imperialism, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
Sincerely,
Stephen M . Brotz

Volunteers Rewarded
I am delighted to share with you my feelings about volunteer work
in Memorial General Hospital, Union, N .J. I work as a student Patient
Representative with Eleanor Hazelton, who is the Patient Representative for the hospital.
_A Patient Representative's job consists of representing a patient while
they are in the hospital. If the patient has any problems or complaints
or compliments other than their illness they are to contact the patient
representative office and we try to clear up the problem . By having patient representatives also helps to cut down on risk management factors.
The patient representative keeps a listing of all the patients that are
admitted into the hospital and between the patient representataive and
her volunteers they visits the patients and explains to them what a patient representative stands for and gives them a card with the patient
representatives name and telephone number on it. We also give out a
questionaire and ask the patient to fill it out honestly after they are discharged from the hospital. Also as a patient representative we sit and
talk to the patient and try to comfort them and a large number of the
patients are elderly and need special attention . .
I got involved with the hospital through my S.C.A .T.E. class and I
enjoy the types of work I do. My major is communications and at the
hospital thi s type of work is good experience for me.
If you want to get involved in volunteer work, please call the
S.C.A. T. E. office and more informtion will be avallable to you.
Sincerely,
Vanessa D . Ru ss
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Can you imagine how many votes Ronald Reagan would have gotten if
he had gone around before the election br-agging about all the parties he intended to throw at taxpayers' expense? Even he had the political awareness
tp keep that hidden. I wish the same could be said for some who ran for student organization. They not only didn't try to keep it hidden, but actually
had the audacity to use it as a stepping-stone during their campaign. But
then, considering the awareness of most college students at Kean (the only'
sure thing they are aware ofis the lack of student parking spaces), it wouldn't
suprise me to learn that the most audacious candidates WOIJ in a landslide . .
Given a year's time, and encouragement, what follows may well be a typical
speech by a future candidate for president of student organization:
"I promise you that I will keep this speech brief, unlike these other clowns
running for the student presidency."
·
(Cheers from the candidate's supporters)
"Since less than 10% of those students eligible to vote do vote here at
Kean, I will address my speech only to those who intend to vote . The rest
of you really don't matter, so you can not vote for the candidate of you
choice and I won 't be offended in the least. "
(More cheers from the candidate's supporters)
"Can you believe the audacity of these other candidates? I mean, nary a
mention of throwing a party. Where's their college spirit? I'll tell you where.
It's nowhere, that's where it is."
(Enthusiastic cheers from the candidate's supporters)
"Now before I sit down, are there any questions?"
"Yes, what is it?"
"Of course, the parties are for everyone at Kean." ·
"Of course, I consider you a part of everyone, man."
"You didn't feel well..,received at some parties you went to in the past, huh?
Well, did you vote for the candidate who was throwing the party for the
clique who supported him?"
"I thought not. What did you expect, man? You think Reagan throws parties for democrats who don't support him?"
"Any more-Yes, you there?"
"I don't understand your question?"
"Look, I'm illegally parked in a faculty parking space, will you keep your
question simple-and brief?"
"The Grub-what?"
"Street Writer? What'!\ that? Grub - sounds like a worm." (Can~Hdate
turns to his campaign manager) "I wasn't aware of a worm problem on campus, were you?"
·,:
(Candidate turns back to the man who asked the question) "Oh, it's what?"
"A literary magazine." (Pause) "What is?"
• •
"The Grub Street Writer."
,
"It's our college literary magazine. Are you sure - at Kean? Never 'heard
of it. And who would name a magazine afte a worm?"
'
"It's not a worm?"
"It's a street in England. What's the matter with American streets! Why
wasn't it called The Morris Avenue Writer?"
"That's not the issue, huh? Say, you're beginning to sound like a member
of the faculty. Are you one of them?"
"Because faculty members are not allowed to ask trick, esoteric quesions
to candid ates, that's why."
. . ·
"No, I have no idea what I've just said, so don't ask m~ to explain it. We're
not in a classroom now, professor. "
·
"Nextquestiori."
. - · .
•
"You, yes. You, at least, look like a Kean student."
"I'd understand you better, dear, if you'd take your thumb out of your
mouth."
.
"Who benefits by parties? Good question. You do."
"How? Well , fir5t off you gotta vote for me, or you'll be as welcomed as
Phyllis Diller at an all-night orgy . At these parties you can drink all you wish
II

"I thought I told you to clam up, profe5sor!"
"What law's that?"
"Drinking age? There's no such law on campus. You're making that up.
It's a c::heap, esoteric question, if ever I heard one." .
"The drinking age has been lifted by the state? Really? Hey, why wasn't
I told these things?"
· "Okay, then, you can't drink all you wish, but you can eat all you wish
- and don't tell me the eating age has been lifted, 'cause that would be a
lowly, esoteric trick."
"Look, it's getting late, peopfe, and my headligh_ts are not working so
good, so I'll allow only one more question."
"Yes, you there, the one with his hanus in his pockets."
"You haven't any questions. That's more like it. As I always say: ask me
no questions and I'll tell you no lies."
Lawrence Purington

.
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Prom To Be Held At

- ,T he Fcimous Copacabana
Bids Available NOW!!!
Features:
* HotHor'sD'ouvres-18 varieties
* Five hot chafing dishes
*

*
*

poultry,_meat, fish, !talian

Six hour open bar with .name brand liquor

Two disc jockeys
Favors are individual nine ounce engraved brandy snifters

Pictures:
* Free 3 x 5 picture with purchase

*
*

whe-n pictures are purchased in advance
Six percent sales tax on pictures
A small deposit is necessary

Transportation
Bus transportation will be available for 10 dollars. The
buses will leave at approximately 6:30 and 7:30 p.·m. for
the Copa from the Theater of the Performing Arts. The
. buses will leave the Copa at 11 :00 and 1 :00 a. m. for
the TPA after the prom.
,.
Directions will be available shortly for those driving in.
Check free parking areas above 59th street.
.

- No Deposits On Bids!
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· A Break With Tradition Through 'Ismisms'
By Nanette Strehl
The history of art is marked by
movements designed to break with
tradition , and 19th century French
art witnessed the most abrupt
breaks . Needless to say, the attempts to break with conventional ·
art forms did not end there, and
four art students here at Kean have
formed a new art movement cal led
lsmisms in their desire to do the
same.
In the mid- 18th century, art became an intellectual pursuit with
the founding of the Royal
Academy . Art was classically composed in elegant and restrained
portraiture. The break from the
academicism
that
dominated
French art at the time came with '
the formation of the impressionist
group in the 1870' s. With this
group, art moved "outdoors" as its
representatives became noted foi:.
their casual and garishly colored
compositions of landscapes and
street scenes .
The impressionist intransigence
gave birth to the modern principle
of the avant-garde and paved the

Ellington '-s Works
. Performed at Kean
By Joyce Jimerson
A two hour tribute to the brilliant
works .of the late jazz musician
Duke Ellington was presented by
his conductor-son Mercer and the
Ellington Orchestra on March 27 at
Wilkin ' s Theatre.
The orchestra, consisting of 14
members, launched the evening
with a lively rendition of "Things
Ain 't What They Used To Be" then
swept the audience onto a roller
coaster of molasses melodies and
vibrant, toe-tapping tunes. The
sizzling seductivity of "Caravan"
and " Sophisticated Ladies" were
the highlights of the musical program .
Segmental performances revealed the w arm , delightful style of
the brass sector and mediocrity of
bass and piano .
Introduced during the show's
final hour, Bob MacKenzie, director of jazz studies at Rutger's Uni versity, announced that Duke Ellington wa s to become an honored
member of th e New Jersey Hall of
Fame . ·
Throatil y singing " Solitude",
Anita Moore, understudy to Phyllis
H yman in the off broadway production " Sophisticated Ladies,"
bounded onto the stage and was
joined in a momentary duet with
Ellington .
When th e fin al note was played
the audience' s appreciation was
manifested
in
thunderou s
appl ause .

Marshall Tucker Band
at The Ritz
The M arshall Tucker Band will
appear in concert at the Ri tz
Theatre on Thursday, A pril 28 at
7:30 p.m . along w ith special guest
Southern Cross .
After their discharge from the
service in 1970, Toy Caldwell ,
lead guitari st and vocali st for the
band, wrote "Can' t You See?" The
composition was to become the
Marshall Tucker Band' s first hit
single.
The band toured the U .S. the
same year with Allman Brothers
and their popularity was assured .
Tickets for the Marshall Tucker
concert, priced at $12 . 50 reserved
seating, are available at the Ritz
Box Office, and through Ticketron _ Call (201) 352-7469 for mail
order information.

Join The Feature Staff!

way for the subjec\ ive view of the
visual world that was stressed in
the art of the post-impressionist.
The work of its greates artist, Paul
Cezanne, emphasized the geometric forms inherent in nature, and
this anticipated one of the two
major strains in contemporary art.
Cubism was a revolt against the
sentimental and realistic painting
of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, and also against the lack of
form which was characteristic of
impressionist paintings . The other
major strain , Fauvism, headed by
Henri Matisse, advanced the postimpressionist use of pure color to
expressionist ends, while it rejected the objective neutrality of
the impressionists.
Towards the turn of the 20th
century, the new interest in the
emotional power of art gave rise to
the expressionist movement. With
the advent of WWI, artists began to
explore the shocking and unpleasant; and another major movement ,
surrealism, grew out of the expressionist interest in the irrational.
The last of th"e major movements,
Dadaism, pushed the irrational to
the absurd, for purposes of shock,
and was most notably seen in the
work of the -French painter Marcel
Duchamp .
Although all of these art movements employed revolutionary

techniques, the reasons for the development of the movements have
a tendency to repeat themselves,
lsmisms· is no exception . " lt.: s a
movement against intellectualism
in art," explains Carlo Ster, who is
an art major here at Kean .
lsmisms was formed late last
year by four Kean art students : Seth
Thomas, Carlo Ster, Frank Simone
and Marco Munoz. Mr. Munoz,
who has an extensive background
in art, has been taught by prominent American artists such as
Michael Tagliaferro and Sam
Brown . The four set up pieces on
the 2nd floor of the Vaughn-Eames
building to give initiative for the
cohesiveness of the movement.
What exactly are the revolutionary techniques employed by lsmisms? " lsmisms takes something
completely out of context and
makes it art," says Mr. Ster. lsmisms frequently uses artistic
methods and materials that, when
applied to art, are seemingly incomprehensible. For example,
Mr. Ster's piece "The Great Ameri can Meeting- Place 'Laundromat"'
exhibits an ordinary commercial
product as a work of art. As a result, the reactions of those who
view its art are usually that of shock
or bewilderment. Yet, even these
reactions undermine the basic
reasoning of the movement itself.

" lsmisms is designed to give initiative and motivation to art students
here at Kean ," says Mr. Ster; "to get
them thinking about what can be
done by employing new tools ."
One of the most enjoyable aspects of art comes with observing
people' s reactions to the art itself.
Mr. Ster may be pleased to know
that most reactions to his piece
were that of bewilderment, which

undoubtedly left its observers to
dwell upon the question of what
.the piece was trying to represent.
However, no art movement is
free of criticism , as one art student
remarked jokingly, "it doesn't dry
socks ." If criticisms against Ism isms remain that trivial , it just
may move out and beyond the
boundaries of Kean to motivate
other art students as wel I.

Carlo Ster's "The Great American Meeting Place, Laundromat"
(1982).
photo - Mark Freiling
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Hispanic Cultural and Unity Festival To Begin
...

The Hispanic clubs and organizations in cooperation with the Office of Student Activities at Kean
College has scheduled a number of
exciting events during April 25-30
in celebration of Hispanic Cultural
and Unity Festival Week.
A dinner on April 25, at 7:00
p.m. will commence the festivities
with guest speaker David Diaz, a
newscaster at WNBC-TV, and
Clara Valdes, a pianist, will pro• vide the entertainment.
·o n Tuesday, April 26, the His-.
panic organiza_tions are coordinating a Latin Awareness Display
whereby, banners identifying individua l organizations will be
mounted and T-shirts, buttons and
literatu re wi ll be avai lable. Music
representing va rious Latin cultures
will be pl ayed by the Kean radio
station WKNJ .
Noche de Gala, a Hispanic coffeehouse will take place at 8 :30
p.m . in Sloan Lounge featuring
Kean ' s talented students .
Carlos Alberto, former Cosmos
star will appear on Wednesday
April 27, at 1 :40 p.m. in the Little
Theatre . After kicking off a charity
drive in Sloan Lounge he will discuss his experiences as a soccer
player, bis professional aspirations
as a Cosmos star and how he adjusted to life in America.
On April 27, in the Little
Theatre, the Spanish Repertory

A lecture by former Cosmos star Carlos Alberto, and a play starring Graciela Lecube, are among the events of Hispanic Cultural Week.

Theatre retu ms with their presenta·tion of " Te Juro Juana Que Tengo
Ganas, " a comedy written by contemporary Mexican · playwright
and novelist, Emilio Carballido . Free tickets are available in the
Office of Student Activities for this
performance in the Little Theatre,
8 :15 Wednesday April 27.
Simplemente Jenny, a Hispanic
documentary (English subtitles)
will take place in )-100 at 1 :40 on

Music Box Trivia

By Craig St11art
1) Who wrote" All The Young Dudes"?
2) The name of Joan Jett' s previous band is?
3) Name the three musicians that played with John Lennon and
Yoko Ono on the NLive Peace in Toronto" album.

4)Whoar theGlimmerTwin s?
5) Who pl ed bass for Buffalo Springfield?
answers

'
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Lecture on Drawing
On April 19th, Tuesday at 1 :40
in Vaughn-Eames 112, Alexander
Rodriguez-Anreus will give a talk
on
"Contemporary Figurative
Drawing of Latin America ." Alexander Rodriguez-Anreus is currently an Art History Major at Kean
College and is also an artist. He
was born in Cuba and has lived in

]

Guatemala, Bolivia and Mexico.
He is especially interested in drawing and served for one year as _an
assistant to the curator of drawings
at the Museum of Modern Art of
Latin America in Washington ,
D .C. The Fine Arts Department
faculty and students cordially invite all to attend .

April 28 . A discussion of the
female role in South American
countries will follow. The film El
Cid, will be shown at 5:00 p.m. in
the Little Theatre. These films have
been coordinated by Lambda
Theat Alpha and Lambda Theta Phi
and are free and open ta the public. A lecture on Santerismo will
follow at 8:00 p.m. in the Little
Theatre .
A Latin picnic will take place on

Friday, April 29th from 12 :00 to
5:00 p .m. at the Picnic Grove behind the library. Games, Latin
music, food and friendship is on
the agenda .
Cuba, Yesterday and Today, a
program comprised of speakers
from various Cuban political organizations will take place on
April 29th at 7:00 p.m . in Downs
Hall. The film , Reportaje En Angola will follow .

The finale of this exciting week
of cultural and educational activities will be the Latin Dance
scheduled for Saturday, April 30th
in Downs Hall featuring Bobby
Rodriguez and Primivito Santos .
Hispanic Festival Committee
Representatives are: PROUD,
S.C.S.C. ,
Cuban
Committee,
Lambda Theta Phi, Lambda Theta·
Alpha and the Office of Student
Activities .

TV: Thirteen's ''Innovation''
As a magazine program , IN NOA technological revolution is
rapidly remaking the world we live VA TION will feature three distinct
in, raising new and profound so- elements each week - a minicial , moral and ethical implica- documentary "Cover Story, " a

news nationwide pertaining to the
weekly story line. "Conversations"
will include studio interviews with
visionaries and articulate spokes-

"Technology Update," and an in-·
terview segment called "Conversa-

persons who understand how scientific change affect our society.

series produced by WNET/ THIR- tions ." Each weekly half-hour
TEEN , provides a scientific win- show will concentrate on a single
dow to the future by taking viewers theme, with all segments focused
behind the scenes in the fields of on an in-depth approach . INNOhealth, science, and high technol- VATION seeks to bridge the gap
ogy, exploring the latest dis- between a general audience and
coveries and examining the far- ihe complex world of science and
reaching effects of these break- technology.
throughs on the quality of our
The "Cover Story" will take vielives.
w e on location to where the
Hosted by Jim Hartz, INNOVA- epi~oc.ie' s breakthroughs are hapTION will premiere on Friday, pening. "Technology Update" will
April 15 at 10 p.m . with a report on broaden the coverage to include a
roundup of the latest research
"Computers of Tomorrow ."

THIRTEEN Metropolitan Division vice president and Director of
Programming Joan Kanner said ,
"We in the tri -state area live in the
heartland of America ' s future .
Leading educational and industrial
institutions located in our own
backyards are setting the pace for
rapid scientific and technological
growth for the nation and the
world. THIRTEEN has been active
in reporting on problems in our
area ; now, with INNOVATION ,
we' re going to deal with its progress and promise."

tions. for our society. INNOVATION, a new 13-part magazine

By Oierdre L. MacNamara
On Tuesday April 5 in Downs
Hall Room B, the Kean College English Club sponsored a lecture on
playwri ghting. The lecture wa s
given by a former Kean faculty
ances with The Robert Shaw member, Mrs. Estelle Ritchie.
Corale, the NBC Sympho,ny, and
Mrs. Ritchie has over tw enty
. the New York Ph ilharmoni c. years of experien ce in th e th eatre,
Nationwide appearan ces. wi th and has appeared in w orks such as
such noted singers as Jerome Wi lli ams' " Rose Tattoo," and also
Hines, George Shirley and numer- in an off-Broadway play. In 1969,
ous others have lead to high criti - she appeared in "Camino Real" at
cal acclaim . M s. Natale is cur- Cincinatti 's Playhou se in the Park .
rently a member of the voice faculWhile spending the summer
ty at Kean College .
there, Mrs. Ritchie did not devote
Professor James Cullen, Choral hersel( exclu sively to performing .
coordinator at Kean College is Soon after "Camino Real ," she
conduttor of that institutio·n's con- began to work on "A New ~ngland
cert chorus, chorale and alumni Legend" _in verse, a play based on
singers and conductor and music Nathaniel Hawthorne's book,
.director of the Riverdale Choral "The Scarlet Letter."
Society of New York and New JerMrs. Ritchie joined the Kean facsey. His varied professional back- ulty staff in 1963, where she taught
ground includes choral and instru- drama and writing courses that
mental conducting and teaching were popular among the student
on every level. In the past he body .
served as associate conductor of
Her play "A New England
the Reading Philharmonic Or- Legend" was presented by the
chestra in Pennsylvania and was Kean College Theatre under the dialso a member of the choral staff of rection of Dr. Margaret Dunn . The
Temple University. At Kean, he play was later read by professional
teaches conducting and conducts actors at the Jersey City Public Lithe concert chorus and chorale. brary at the Five Corners Branch
He recently served as guest con- and produced by The Equity Liductor of the Bayonne Festival Or- brary Theatre at Lincoln Center.
chestra .
In her discussion, Mrs. Ritchie

Brahm's ~'A German Requiem"
The Concert Chorus and
Chorale o f Kean College of New
Jersey and the Riverdale Choral Society w ill perform Johannes
Bra hms' "A German Requiem"
Op. 45 observing the 150th anniversary of hi s birth , Sunday May
8th at 3 in the afternoon, at "Wave
Hi 11 ," the former estate of the great
Arturo Toscanin i in Riverdale,
Bronx, New York City, and on May
18th at 8:30 in the evening in the
auditorium of The Theatre for the
Performing Arts at Kean College.
The performance at Kean College
will feature the combined choristers, soprano Louise Natale and orchestra . Tickets will be available at
the Kean College box office, 5272337 . Reduced rates will be available for senior citizens and students with I.D.
Ms. Natale, who was born and
educated in Elizabeth , currently
resides in Rahway, New Jersey.
She was a scholarship graduate of
the Julliard School of Music and
soprano soloist in the Riverside
Church , New York City. Her career as a concert, opera and oratorio
singer have included solo appear-

· 11
'. .
-·--~;.,;;.,;<- ,..,~;;,

Estelle Ritchie lecturing at Kean.
photo- Mark Freiling
spoke of the numerous fellowship . the most frustrating aspects of reawards that she has received , most vising, that is, you often find that
. notably the prestigious Mac- you discard material that had origiDowell Colony. Her most recent nally been a personal favorite.
play "Autumn Ripe" placed in the
Mrs. Ritchie encouraged young
semi-finals in the Sergei Drama writers to enter various competiprize competition . Mrs. Ritchie tions. She reasoned that although
spoke of her personal experiences you may not win, you will
that anyone who wishes to embark nevertheless gain valuable experion a career in playwriting could re- ence and often an honest appraisal
late to. She also spoke on one of of yourself.
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Notices• Notices• Notices • Notices • Notices • Notices
Attention!
Student Council Representative
. Elections Today

Pre-Law Club
Location -J-103 Hutch.
Time &-Date -April 19,
free hour
Subject - Lecture by Lisa
Goldwasser on the new format of the LSAT's.
Also - membership recruitment shall take place.
Contact Dr. Israel in Pol.
Sci. dept.if there are any
problems

9 am - 5 pm in Sloan Lounge!!!
COME OUT AND VOTE
Full time undergraduates only
proper student I.D. required to vote
The Council for Part-Time Students is proud to
announce its "Annual Dinner Dance" will be
held on June 11th, 1983 from 7 to 1 pm in the
Town and Campus in West Orange. Tickets are
$17.00 per person, limit is 2 tickets per person.
Tickets are available only to Part-Time Students and Faculty. Tickets will be sold in Hutchinson 106 from April 11 to 18th from 7 to 8 pm
on Monday through Thursday. For more information please call the Council Office at 5272228.

The Council For
Exceptional Children
presents
The 1983 Dance-a-thon
Aprll 15
5pm-1am
Student Center cafeteria ·

Everyone Welcome
stop by CC122
orcall
351-5730

The Independent will
hold Editorial Board
elections for 1983-84
on Fri. 4/22.

Directors Workshops will be casting several
shows· having a variety of roles - both male
and female. Everyone-is welcome. No experience necessary. Auditions will be held on April
19th at 1 :40 in VE118.

Need Help?
Tired of being a number in a
clinic? Be a patient in a
Physician's Office. Free
pregnancy test and birth
control information.
289-7200

Young Americans for Freedom

presents

Jose Cardenal
To speak on oppression in Nicaragua
Jose Cardenal led the general strike in 1978 which
brought Somoza down, fought with the Sandanistp's but
has turned against them because of their broken promises and continued oppression.
Tues, Aprll 19
1 :40 p.m. (College Hour)
J-133

I lost my calculator Tl30II
Texas Instrument. Please call :
Rodrigo Huertas 351-5845,
527-2875.

DREAMGIRLS

"Midday" w1111

Student Activities Bus Trip

Freeman
&
Sweeney

May5
Tickets on Sale in
CC143 - $21 .00 cash

:

:

'

,

- - --;-t-·:

April 26, 1983
Sloan Lounge
8:30 pm -12:30 am
50¢
Signupwith
Miguel Annette Antonio
527-2249

"Waiting List
Now In Effect"

FREE

· -T HE - -tN:::r-E_ _ __ AT

"Noche De Gala"
Hispanic
Coffeehouse

Kean 1.0. required
Bus leaves TPA at 5:30 p.m.

12:15 - 1:40
Sloan Lounge
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Association for Computing
Machinery
Upcoming Events:
April 19 - Prime Computer
Company Representative
Lecture (Discussion of System)
Please attend and be a part
of the growing computer
field.,

General Meeting
April 19, 1983
Wims 201

1:40 pm

· Earn $500 or more each school year.
Flexible hours. Monthly payment for
placing posters on Campus. Bonus
Based on · Results. Prizes awarded as
well. 800-223-2488.

.

,2. ,'t,Op,,., .

AHb 4CX:KTA.&L 'PP"s8J:':(

Grateful Dead• Styx
•Squier•Tom Petty•
Union Tickets

FRESH START
Quit Smoking
Program At Kean
Four week program to help
participants stop smoking .
Wednesday, Aprll 27, May 4,
May 11 , and May 18.
12:30-1 :30 p.m.
Downs Hall Room B
Meetings are approximately
one hour long.
For information and registration call Dr. Louise Chui, Department of Health and Recreation, Ext. 2290, 2098.

_,.

2022 Morris Avenue, Union, N.J. 07083
201-851-2880
major credit cards accepted

1975 green VW Sclrocco
59,000 miles, runs great, good
paint and tires, AM radio
$1400. 204 Sozio Hall, ask for
Ernie.

Attention Facu)ty/ Staff:
Lovely Cape Cod House within
walking distance of college.
Every convenience and quality. Call 354-1319 for further information.

For Rent Room in pvt home
with kitchen privileges. One
mile from campus. $35.00 a
week or child care. Call 3538380 after 6 :30 pm

For Sale 75 VW Beetle. Excellent running condition. AM/FM
cassette, Good tires, Body &
Paint good shape. $2,000 or
Best Offer. Call Bernie 5832971 after 6 pm

A Gigantic Fleamarket Union
High School Parking Lot, 2369
- .,__________-I Morris Avenue, Union, NJ.

t
,

•ACM•

Anthropology
Club

TICKETS

Student Activities
Presents

April 20

Physical Therapy
Occupational
Therapy - Nursing - Chiropractic - Medical Technology - Medical · Records Speech and Hearing -All l~terested Students
We are having election speeches and
nominations for the executive board of
this newly formed-Student Org. funded
association on Tues., April 19 in room B109. You can participate even if you
haven't been accepted in your major yet.
Come see-what it's all about! Elections
will be held Tuesday, April 26 in the Student Center for all eligible students.

Classifieds
Pregnant?

Jazz Fusion

Kean College
Health Professions Association

For Sale Practically new
Smith-Corona port. typewriter,
Cannon electric calculator,
large folding cot. Call 2891608.

Sunday May 15th. B'nai B'rith.
$15.00 per space. Call 6867903.

::=~~~:;g;~:~

..,__ _ _ _ _ _ _E-xec-ut•lv_e_G_lft_s_•_C_al-en-d-ars-------1

~
I t;.,! ·
®

592Broadway, Cor. 27thSt.P.O.Box76

con~:~ ~~8s~:~J%s;l;%~~~300
0

electric guitars .. .
· city lights music
101 broad street, elizabeth
by appointment only.
call 351-3330
rare electric guitars for serious collectors,
players professionals . . . guitar accessories
wholesale (minimum purchase required) now in
stock: VOX, GRETSCH, FENDER, more .. .
city lights music .. . now open.
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KROOPY
G,000 GRIEF.' J FORGOT TO BR1t-/G IN MY
ARTICLE TO THE !NOY.I

Michael Angelo Alfonso

NO MATTC:Rf

IT'S GREAT BEING

PRES ,1

YOUR SUBJECTS. ARE
AL'wAYS 'v-/lLLIN(:, TO

DO ,H05£ 1"'1£"NIAL

TASKS/

Christy Parker

fCAtJS£ You~

GEll14N6 l1AtRlEIJ
To/J,1y/.

TED

.
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Fan /s Perspective

Dropping In On Some Old Friends
By George Falkowski
"A follow-up is si mply an updating of an earlier news story in
w hi ch the latest develdpments are
reported ." So says my trusty jou rna lism textbook. As a part of this
column's public service obligations, this week shall be devoted to
bringing you the late-breaking
news of people and issues previ-

fai led to snatch . The ball bou nded liver three. wi ns and a tie agai nst
aw ay, Nettles' off-ba lance throw the Rangers. They did not fi nish
sai led and the flood gates opened. last, either.
So we see: Doyle's misplay was
I guess that's enough.
the obvious cause of the Yankee
Uniformly speaking (Bulletin):
demise. Once again, this column
What a shocker! Several major·
has given you the FACTS .
league teams made changes on
(Note: As yet, Doyle has not their uniforms for 1983 , and withpu nched any walls .)
out telling me . Based on early
The Magic is Back, Chapter IX: sightings, here is a Baseball '83 upously examined.
The Mets defeated Steve Carlton date:
The Adventures of Doyle th e and the Phillies on Opening Day,
Kansas City Royals: No reports
DipSt ick: Doyle Alexa nd er, my fa- 2-0. The return of Tom Seaver has on their home threads, but the road
vorite pitcher of 1982 ; is st il l wil h all the Met fans thinking World shirts are now button-down with
the Yankees. This is th e man , you Series. That's nice.
" Royals" replacing "Kansas City."
may recall , who achieved th e
The Mets have won nine straight Should make no difference.
honor of being th e only Yankee I openers. That's nice, too. What
New York Mets: Are those side
have ever booed .
has happened following Opening stripes new? It doesn 't matter.
Over ~he course of two visits to Day nine straight times?
San Fransisco Giants: New dethe Stadi~m la st year, and a gra nd
"And lo, the great multitudes of sign on the home shirts, eliminattotal of six batters, Doyl~ gave up · Met fans, whose voices rose to the ing the horrible shirts of recent hisfive home runs. This ',5 dan ac- heavens as one, fell silent."
tory. This could enable Giants to
complishment unpara 1lee in my
B"II L h Upd t • Y
threaten Astros for fourth place.
fifteen
years
of
attending
• b yBnlcl H . tah ef. II ou rhe.
.
mem er 1 . e Is e e ow w o
There you have it. I hope you've
bhallgames . 1. do no t suspefct it will was granted the title of Mr. Lucky . been enlightened to some degree.
o'1p~en ag~mf/7 1ess, 0 course, He's the one who is the proud After all, journalists have a responI
e ~ega i~s h ~ orm.
.
posessor of season tickets on the sibility to keep their readers in. oy e pitc ~ s~ve~-~1ui m- 50 yard line for the New Jersey formed.
nings agai~ st oron
as a1u~- Generals.
What's that? You want to know
day, allowing th ree. runs - his
The Generals are 1-5. Bill has aboutWHAT?Ofcou;se!
usual output on one pitch l_ast year. seen three games at the MeadowMan of a Thousand Shirts ... Plus
To th e casual observer, Rich Gos- lands. It has rained on him twice. O ne? Much to my dismay, there
~a~e rum~d ~he g~m~/ong wi th a His tickets are no longer hot have been no additions since the
I in t e ou ie ·
a Pay
they are damp.
·
. official Devils road jersey. HowWro~g.
. .
.
Forget it, Virginia. There ain't ever, there are two new softball
The fir st batter of th e inning hit a no Santa: Santa did not deliver 20 shirts on the way . Gotta keep in
one-hop comebacker th at Doyle wins for the Devils. But he did de- shape, you know.

0J

°

Hey You! That's ri ght, I'm talking to you ! If you are
interested in any aspect of athletics, bring
your body to CC- 119 (that's the College
Center).

Indy Sports Wants You!

Kean Basketball Camp
Accepting Applications
The seventh annual Kean College Girls' Basketball Camp, one
of the more successful instructional camps in the state, will be
held from June 27 throu gh July 1 at
the college.
Director of the camp is Pat Hannisch, coach of the Kean women's
team . Kean completed a 25-3 record and reached the NCAA Division 3 quarterfinal round. The
camp is open to girls 10 years and
older.
"We believe success in basketball comes through the mastery of
the fundamentals," Hannisch said.
" Every aspect of the game is
covered. Our ratio of campers to
counselors is small enough to ensure that each camper's skill and
progress
is carefully
noted,
analyzed and improved."
Members of the staff ore Gela
Mazella, head coach at Wagner
College; Kathy Matthews, who

boasts a 146-40 record as head
coach at Union Catholic High in
Scotch Plains, and Ri ch Wilson,
assistant Kean women's coach.
Mazella, Matthews and Wilson are
former Kean basketball standouts.
Some outstanding guest lecturers also will feature the program.
Among the previous speakers at
the camp were Rose Bataglia ,
coach at Paramus Catholic High
and Bergen Community College;
Al Lobalbo, former Farleigh Dickinson coach and currently assistant at St. John's; Sue Dilley, head
coach at Seton Hall University,
and Joe Palermo, Kean men's
coach.
The daily sessions will start at 9
a.m . The deadline for enrollment
is June 17. For further information
and registration forms, contact
Miss Hannisch at Kean College,
Morris Avenue, Union 07083 , or
call her at'the college, 527-2435 .

Kean Hosts Alberto Soccer Camp
By Marta Jaremka
Kean College_ will be the site of
a soccer camp for boys and girls for
two weeks this August. The Carlos
Alberto soccer camp, with instruction from former Cosmos Alberto
and Nelsi Morais, will provide
youngsters with a c hance to learn
soccer from the pros.
The two week day camp accepts
boys and girls, ages 8-16, and will
give instruction in basic and advanced techniques, with special

goalkeeping instructions.
Alberto,- one. of the .top defen
ders in soccer history, captained
Brazil 's 1970 World Cup championship team before signing on
the Cosmos in 1977. During his
N .A.S.L. career, the Cosmos accumulated a 96-25 record and
three North American championships. He was voted the Cosmos'
Most Valuable Player in 1979 and
was voted the N.A.S.L.'s Top De•
fender and First Team All-Star for

three straight years ('78, '79, '80).
He retired from active play after
_the Cosmos won an unprecedented fifth Soccer Bowl championship in 1982 and now devotes
his full time to the growing youth
soccer movement in the United
States.
Nelsi Morais signed with the
Cosmos in 1976 and gained the
reputation of being a tough, solid,
and dependable defender. He
began his career with Santos of
Brazil in 1970 and played

Narrow Setbacks Plague Kean Softball Team
First-year coach Kathy Neal is
convinced the softball situation at
Keanisreadyforaturnabout. Kean
is off to.a slow start with a 2-5 record, the two victories coming by
forfeit over William Paterson. But
five of the six losses have come by
one or two-run margins.
Kean, in its last outing, came up
with
a triple play against
Glassboro. With runners on first
and second, the Glassboro batter
lashed a line drive which was
speared by outfielder Maureen of
_Irvington. She fired to second
baseman Ginny Petzinger ·of Gillette for the second out and Pet-

zinger relayed the ball to first baseman Sandy Fisher of River Edge to
complete the triple play.
Petzinger, who is batting in the
no. 4 spot, has been making good
contact with the ball and is solid on
defense. Neal also is high on the
play of frosh catcher Jean
Grossman of Caldwell, who is
strong defensively, has a good
arm, features a good eye at the
plate and is an excellent base runner.
McCann and Kathleen Starling
of Linden have been outstanding
on defense in the outfield. Control
problems have plagued the pitching staff but Neal, an outstanding

pitcher on the collegiate and professional level, expects the staff to
improve.
Karen Gebha rdt of Guttenberg is
the control leader of the pitchi ng
group. Lisa Dembeck of Elizabeth,
in her first s\art, pitched a two-hitter against Glassboro. Judy Zambo
of Manville has the ability to become a top-notch hurler if she can
overcome control difficulties.
Zambo, a versatile athlete, has
been playing shortstop in place of
the injured Betty Clifford, also of
Manville. The Squirettes play their
next home game on · Saturday,
April 16th at 1 :00 in a double
header against Stockton State.

Fourth Defino Brother
to Play Soccer at Kean
Jimmy Defino of Maplewood
will become the fourth member of
his family to play soccer at Kean
Col lege, it was an nounced by
Tony Ochrimenko, Kea n coach .
Jimmy, youngest of six brothers
to play the sport, will be a
freshma n at Kean after completing
an outstanding career for coach
Gene Chyzowych at Columbia
High .
Bobby, Dave and Tom Defino
were former players under Ochrimenko at Kean . Bobby was a
goalie, Dave played defense and
Tom was a center forward and one
of the leading scorers on last year's

Kea n team which won the New
Jersey College Confe rence championship and competed in the
NCAA Division 3 tournament.
"We are encouraged to play soccer by Mr. C (Chyzowych) and just
seemed to take to the game," said
Jimmy. "We never had any pressure from our parents ."
Jimmy Defino played three years
of varsity soccer for the perennially
strong Columbia team. He started
at fu llback as a junior and was a
sweeper last year . As a senior, he
received second team All-Essex
County and honorable mention
All-State honors.

"The sweeper position is wide
open," said Ochrimenko . "Jimmy
is a fine prospect and will be given
every opportunity to ea rn a starti ng
berth ." Ochrimenko's seven-year
coaching career at Kean has resu lted in a 63-39-9 reco~d .

alongside Alberto and Pele . As executive director of the camp,
Morais brings with him the knowl edge and skills of a program director of the Cosmos, Pele and
Chinaglia soccer camps.
Kean's soccer coach Ton y Ochrimenko will serve as program director for the camp. He has

coached Kean for seven years and
was named N.J. Coach of the Year
in 1980 and 1982 .
The camp sessions are from August 8-12, and
ugu st 15-19.
Campers may enrbll in either or
both sess ions. A,ij:>lications are
available at the atl'fleti c office; 0 126.

ICELINDAIR IS.STILL
YOUR BEST VALUE
TO EUROPE

~-LUXEMBOURG- RouNorR1P

8

8

8

489 499 539
FROM
NEW YORK

FROM
BALTIMORE/
WASHINGTON

FROM
CHICAGO

Super APEX Fares. April I-April 30. 1983. 7-60 day stay. 14 day advance purchase required.

ALSO LOW COST SERVICE TO PARIS , FRANKFURT, AMSTERDAM AND
NICE. AND , REMEMBER , ONLY ICELANDAIR FLIES YOU TO THE
BREATHTAKING BEAUTY OF ICELAND . AND INCLUDES ALL THESE EXTRAS:
■ Free deluxe motorcoach from Luxembourg to Frankfurt, Dusseldorf,
Cologne, Bitburg, Mannheim, Wuppertal and Kehl, Germany. ■ Bargain
car rentals from $99/week in Luxembourg. ■ Free wine with dinner,
cognac after.
lcelandair to Luxembourg. Luxair connecting se r~ice to othe r destinations .
(Chicago-Midweek Fare.) Purchase tickets in U.S. All fares subject to change and government
approval. See your travel agent or call 800/555-1212 for the toll-free lcelandair number in
your area.
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The Battle Of The Bats

1

Billy Feehan of Roselle, Kean's
designated hitter, turned in a torrid
show last week, hitting over .600.
His performance helped the
sophomore receive on the Player
of the Week awards from the New
Jersey Baseball Writers Association.
Feehan , last year's leading hitter, boosted his average to .469
through the first seven games. The
Squires, having more trouble with
the rain than with its opposition,
boast a 6-2 record, all against nonNew Jersey State College Conference opponents.
Despite .Feehan's barrage, he
finds himself third among the regulars in batting. Senior Greg Weber
of Linden, who has moved from
catching to the outfield, carries a
.515 average and Mike Murray of
Rahway is at .500. Murray, who
has filled a void at third base, is the
team home run leader with three .
Weber boasts the most hits, 17.,
followed by Feehan and Murray,
who each have 15, and Chris
Cavanagh of Piscataway at 13.
Cavanagh, a freshman , has been a
pleasant surprise, taking over as
catcher and hitting a solid .419.

Tops in doubles is Weber with
four. Cavanagh has belted three.
The only triples on the team have
been hit by Weber, Cavanagh,
Bob Marotto of Somerset, who is
hitting an even .400, and frosh
Mike Cavalluzzi of Linden .
There's a heated battle for the
RBI title. Weber paces the pack,
driving in 12 runs. Feehan and
Murray each has brought in 11 and
Marotto has 10. Weber also is first
in runs scored with 13, three more
than Murray and Glenn Higgins of
Colonia. The walk leader is Murray, who has coaxed eight passes
from the pitchers.
Hank Handel of Morganville, a
transfer from Brookdale Junior College, leads the staff with a 3-0 record. Standouts of the past two
seasons, Carlo Buffa of Little Falls
and Carlos Rego of Elizabeth, have
posted the other victories. Buffa is
2-1 and Rego 1~1. Rego also is the
earned-run leader with a 2. 70
mark.
"Starting with Glassboro (April
12), we' ll be playing 22 games in
the next 23 days," said Bakker.
" Now we' ll see what our pitchers
are made of."

Kean comes to bat against Glassboro on Tuesday.

photo by Craig Stuart

Lacrosse team scrimmages.

photo by Craig Stuart

Kean Trainer
Instructs Workshop
Gary Ball of Wayne, head athletic trainer at Kean College, will
serve as an instructor for the
Cramer Products Coaches Athletic
Training Workshop June 26-30 at
Montclair State College.
The workshop teaches high
school and college coaches,
nurses and college students about

the prevention, recognition and
care of basic athletic injuries
through classroom lectures and
practical laboratory experiences.
For information on attending the
workshop, contact Dr. George
Horn, department of physical education, Montclair State College,
Upper Montclair, N.J. 07043.

·· ···· ····· Lacrosse Review ·· ···· ··· ··
By Marta}aremko
The Kean College Lacrosse team
is off to a slow start, but their spirit
is not dampened . Their record,

in the Knickerbocker Conference . Orlando and Scott Lyons contrib- came to Kean for a Kn ickerbocker
conference game and left with a
On March 23rd, Kean played uted two goals each for Kean .
Widener away and lost 10-5. Joe
On March 26th, Southampton 12-4 victory. Lyons gave the
Squires three of the four goals.
, Kean's first victory came on
March 30th in a conference game
against Marist College. Squire Ron
Wahler set a school record for one
game with five goals and five assists and Lyons put in three goals and
three assists. Mark Hellenack and
Joe Orlando had two goals each
and the final score was 16-8.
On April 1st, Kean went to Stevens for a conference game and
lost in a close match 7-6 .
The second win for the Squires
came against East Stroudsburg, 106. Lyons added five more goals to
his scoring list and Wahler had two
goals with five assists.
On Saturday, April 9th, their
most rece_nt conference game, the
Squires faced Dowling College. It
~ was a tough match and went into
double overtime. When it was all
over, Kean had fallen 14-13. Lyons
racked up 4 goals, Craig Polefka
had five goals, and Wahler had
one goal, five assists .
Coach Hawley Waterman has
an optimistic outlook. He com• mented that the Stevens and Dowling matches were within their
grasp. Waterman also said,
"They're giving their best this year.
Our schedule is the toughest we've
ever had. We're faced with alot of
illness and injury so we haven't
had the best conditioned team or
the field."
He continues, "Considering all,
I have no complaints . The team is
giving their all."
·
The Squires next home game is
Saturday, April 16th, at 1 :00 p.m.
against N .Y. Maritime, a Knickerbocker conference game.
photo by Craig Stuart
Lacrosse team works out on Tuesday. •

now 2-4 is dotted with near wins
and overtime battles, pitting the
Squires against tough opponenets

